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Faster Scan Conversion Using the
TMS320C80

Abstract
This application report describes the process of parallelizing the
scan conversion stage using the Texas Instruments (TI)
TMS320C80 digital signal processor (DSP). Current approaches
are discussed and a new approach is suggested to make the
graphics pipeline faster, especially at the scan conversion stage.
The suitability of the TMS320C80 for the suggested approach is
investigated and the design philosophy is explained.
This document was part of the first European DSP Education and
Research Conference that took place September 26 and 27, 1996
in Paris. For information on how TI encourages students from
around the world to find innovative ways to use DSPs, see TI’s
World Wide Web site at www.ti.com.
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Product Support on the World Wide Web
Our World Wide Web site at www.ti.com contains the most up to
date product information, revisions, and additions. Users
registering with TI&ME can build custom information pages and
receive new product updates automatically via email.
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Introduction
Rendering 3D graphics is computationally very intensive,
especially for interactive applications. Personal Computers (PCs)
usually lack the power required for these calculations compared to
workstations. Figure 1 shows a typical rendering pipeline in which
3D polygons are converted to pixel information.

Figure 1. Rendering Pipeline

The objects drawn on a 2D device (such as a screen) are
represented as groups of mathematical primitives. Following
certain operations on these primitives, a 3D scene is formed.
There are two major operations:

q
q

Transformation
Rasterization

In the transformation operation, the system considers the current
viewpoint and mathematically transforms the primitives’ vertex
coordinates from object space into screen space. In the
rasterization operation, the system rasterizes the primitives by
examining which screen pixels they overlap and then coloring in
the appropriate contribution for each one.
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Using multiple processors for both transformation and
rasterization is a powerful performance option. Current
implementations of the graphics pipeline in some architectures
use parallelism at certain stages of the rendering pipeline to
increase speed.1 2 3 Although the most time consuming part of
rendering pipeline is scan conversion there has been no serious
attempt to parallelize this stage to speed up the rendering
process.4
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Scan Conversion
Converting the transformed 3D primitives into 2D pixel information
on the screen stage is called scan conversion.
Scan conversion of 3D objects is implemented by interpolating
between two projected end points. We usually have the primitives’
vertex coordinates as the information and we want to interpolate
between these vertex coordinates. Figure 2 shows a polygon to be
rendered. Figure 3 shows the final rendered and filled polygon.

Figure 2. Polygon to be Rendered

Figure 3. Final Rendered Polygon from Figure 2
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After scan conversion, the hidden surface removal stage is
performed. The purpose of the hidden surface removal is to
remove any surfaces blocked by another object or surface by
taking depth information into the account.
Figure 4 shows that the cube obstructs some parts of the
rectangular plane where the hidden surface removal stage
eliminates the obstructed parts. There are several algorithms for
hidden surface removal but the most widely used one is the zbuffer algorithm.5 6 7

Figure 4. Hidden Surface Removal

In the z-buffer algorithm, for each pixel on the display, we keep a
record of the depth of the primitive in the scene closest to the
viewer, plus a record of the intensity that should be displayed to
show the object. When a new polygon is to be processed, a zvalue and intensity value is calculated for each pixel that lies
within the boundary of the polygon.
If the z-value at a pixel indicates that the polygon is closer to the
viewer than the z-value in the z-buffer, the z-value and the
intensity values recorded in the buffers are replaced by the
polygon’s values. After processing all polygons, the resulting
intensity buffer can be displayed.
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Z-buffer algorithm is easy to implement but the problem with this
algorithm is the amount of memory that it requires since we also
have to keep a record of depth information as well as intensity.
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Parallel Scan Conversion
One methods proposed for parallel scan conversion is to divide
the image into smaller portions and distribute these small regions
to some parallel processing elements to be scan converted.3
Some problems encountered with this approach are the load
imbalance because of the nonexistence of apriori knowledge
about the regions and aliasing, especially at the borders of the
small regions rendered separately and reassembled.5 Operating
on small regions and assembling them to be rendered clearly
causes some problems at the borders of the sub-regions when
regions are merged. The programmer must decide how to split up
and recombine the workload among parallel processors. Figure 5
shows an image broken into 32 regions.

Figure 5. Data Partitioning

Because many of the regions happen to be empty, the processors
assigned to those regions go idle right away. The number of
regions should be decided in such ways that idle processors have
plenty of things they can be reassigned to do.
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The approach that we use is entirely different in that each
processing element operates on a polygon rather than contiguous
subimages. Since 3D databases are already made up of
polygons, this strategy does not have the additional overhead of
dividing up the image. When several parallel processors operate
independently on a large number of polygons, which form the
scene, it is expected to result in a substantial increase in
rendering speed.
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Using the TMS320C80 DSP
We use the TI TMS320C80 DSP to parallelize the scan
conversion stage. The TMS320C80 has a RISC master processor
(MP) with a floating point unit. Four parallel advanced digital signal
processors (ADSPs) that are 32 bit integer units support 2 billion
operations per second. Interprocessor communication between
the processors is implemented by a combination of RAMs that are
interconnected via the crossbar to the processors. The transfer
controller handles block data movement.
We do not aim to compete with dedicated graphics accelerators.
Our goal is to create a platform capable of multiple image
processing and graphics functions, video conferencing,
compression, and communication. The processing power of the
TMS320C80 enables us to combine several applications into a
single platform.
For example, the platform could be used in telemedicine in such a
way that the picture of the bone of a patient could be sent to
another expert through video conferencing. Then the expert can
get another bone structure from his 3D database and compare
both bones. A number of other applications, such as medical
imaging, advance photocopiers and multimedia applications, will
require a single board with the functionality of graphics, imaging
and image processing, audio, communication, and compression.
Acquisition, graphics and image processing, audio,
communications, and compression algorithms can be
implemented on the TMS320C80, which allows us to use a single
board for a number of areas of applications.
The TMS320C80 ADSPs are used mainly in two ways:

q

Partition the data among parallel processors so that each
ADSP runs the same code and hence does the same job. In
this case, the MP sends commands to each parallel processor
in a parallel data flow fashion. Figure 6 shows how the MP
partitions the data and sends a small portion of it to the
ADSPs.
For example, MP performs database traversal and sends
polygons to the ADSPs. Each ADSP then performs coordinate
transformation, clipping, culling, projection transformation,
scan conversion, hidden surface removal, and shading on a
single polygon it takes from the MP.
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Figure 6. ADSPs Running the Same Code

q

Partition the tasks to be performed so that each ADSP runs a
different code. In this case, the MP sends commands to one of
the processors and the output of the data is passed to another
processor to be processed. While the second ADSP is
performing its job, the first ADSP can start performing the next
bit of data. Figure 7 shows how the MP partitions the data and
sends a small portion of it to the ADSPs. Each ADSP performs
a different stage of the graphics pipeline.
For example, while the first ADSP is performing coordinate
transformation, the second one performs clipping and
projection transformation, the third one performs the scan
conversion, and the fourth one performs the rest of the
pipeline.
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Figure 7. Each ADSP Running a Different Code

It should be clear that the latter case is not suitable for
parallelizing the graphics rendering because it is nothing but
pipelining; hence, we use the first scheme. Although hybrid
combinations of both approaches are possible, we believe the first
method is the best solution to increase the speed of the scan
conversion stage of the graphics pipeline. This scheme avoids
memory and crossbar contentions caused when ADSPs try to
read/write to the same data locations. Our initial experiments also
support this belief. Each of the ADSPs are assigned a polygon to
be scan converted from the polygon list and each polygon is
rendered by a single ADSP until rendering is complete.
We must avoid the load imbalance that can be caused by the
uneven distribution of the polygons over the ADSPs, which is vital
to obtain the maximum throughput. If the sizes of the polygons are
quite different from each other, the MP should take care of it and
chop the polygons down to smaller polygons or trapezoids.
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Summary
This application report explained the need to parallelize the scan
conversion stage. It was suggested that that the ADSP should
work on a single polygon rather than on a small contiguous region
of data. The MP converts polygons into smaller polygons if
necessary. ADSPs are used in parallel to increase the speed of
the scan conversion stage of the graphics pipeline. The MP
distributes tasks and organizes the data flow.
Our initial work, which is capable of rendering wireframe objects,
shows that 3D rendering significantly benefits from parallelization.
The final aim of this work is to build a general-purpose 3Dapplication program interface (API).
Various strategies to provide equal load balance on parallel
processors for rendering will be tested in the immediate future. We
expect to improve the rendering performance even further with a
purpose built multitasking executive.
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